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Problem: 

Unreliable Information Sources

• P2P networks: 
– music industry: 

• started to massively insert corrupted files (“pollution” [3])

– Saroiu et al. [1]: “Peers tend to deliberately misreport information 
if there is an incentive to do so.”

– potential attacks on distributed hash tables (Chord, etc.)

• Multi-Hop Wireless Networks:
– alteration of routing information 

– manipulation of sensors in sensor networks: 
• attacker holds a cigarette lighter close to a temperature sensor [4]

• Volunteer computing/Grid computing:
– clients (“Workers”) returned incorrect results in SETI@home [2] 

• We showed for a general client-consultant scenario:
– under certain conditions misreporting pays off [E4,E16]
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Specific Approaches

• Plausibility checking

– check some properties of information

• Check semantic consistency

– if conflict with propositional knowledge base:

• reject

• In Volunteer computing:

– recompute everything

– but then: why outsourcing?
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Abstract Scenario: 

Distributed Information Systems
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Main Reseach Question

• How to ensure information correctness?

• Acquired information:

– direct check not possible

• Reliable transmission assumed:

– data integrity

– data authenticity (where needed)

– (availability)
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Outline

• Approach 1: “Spot-Checking”

– mix real requests with challenges (requests 

for known facts)

• Approach 2: “Trust”

– select a trustworthy source and believe it

• Approach 3: “Redundancy”

– request the same information redundantly 
from several sources
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Spot-Checking with challenges [E5,E6]

• Mix requests with unidentifiable challenges:

• Find:

– y incorrect responses to the challenges

• Estimate:

– x incorrect responses to requests:

• P(x=0|y=1), P(x=1|y=1), etc.

y=1 x=?
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Discussion: Spot-Checking

• Advantages:

– “identities” have not to be checked

– overhead can be adjusted � taking risk

• Disadvantages:

– for a high accuracy: high overhead

– no learning about the sources

– have to create challenges
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Outline

• Approach 1: “Spot-Checking”
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– request the same information redundantly 
from several sources
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Trust [E7,E8,E9]

“I trust in an information source”

≡

“I believe the information it provides 
to be correct”

• Research questions:

– how to model trust computationally?

– can it be fooled by strategic behavior?
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Approaches to Trust

• Building Web-of-Trust

– «les amis de mes amis sont mes amis»

• assumes transitivity 

– decentralized PKI

• Evidence-Based Trust

– no “friends” in the beginning

– make experiences

– reason about trustworthiness
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Observables

• Mind of trustee cannot be observed
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Trust Modeling
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Building Trust in our Scenario

• Make experiences with spot-checking:
– based on replies to challenges:

• estimate source’s error rate

• y>0 ≡ incompetent or malicious source

• Compute
– trust value:

• based on a source’s error rate estimates

– uncertainty:

• based on the estimates’ standard deviations 

• Use trust to…
– select next source

– reduce number of challenges:

• more trust � fewer challenges
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Evaluation

Considering different types of sources:

– trustworthy source: error rate ρ near 0

– incompetent sources: ρ>0.1

– repetitive cheater: 

• ρ=0 for some requests,

• then return n incorrect replies once

– flicker source: alternating…

• one request ρ=0, 

• one request ρ=1
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Selection Of Malicious Sources (B+=0.1)
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Selection Of Malicious Sources (B+=0.5)
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Trust Model Parameters

• Trust model parameters:
– Boltzmann parameter

– xmax

– pmin

– weights wi

– k

• Question:
– how to optimize all these parameters? 
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Tuning Evidence Based Trust Models [E1]

best utility

…worst

few attackers many attackers…

• Assumed:

– rational attackers

– known utility functions of trustor/trustees
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Discussion: Trust

• Advantages:
– learning about the sources

– overhead can be reduced:
• higher trust � fewer challenges

• Disadvantages:
– identities have to be checked

– challenges have to be produced
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Outline

• Approach 1: “Spot-Checking”

– mix real requests with challenges (requests 

for known facts)

• Approach 2: “Trust”

– select a trustworthy source and believe it

• Approach 3: “Redundancy”

– request the same information redundantly 
from several sources
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Redundant Requesting

• Idea: 
1. request the same information from several 

independent sources

2. do majority voting on replies

s1 s2 s3

requester

7

9

7

2+5=?
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controls

Collusion Threat

• Sybil attack [5]:

– considerable number of identities is controlled by 

single attacker (e.g., in a P2P system).

s1 s2 s3

requester

9

7

9

2+5=9

attacker
controls
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Collusion Detection [E2,E3,E15]

1. Make a number of requests

2. Compute similarity of the sources’ reply histories

3. Cluster sources according to similarity

• Under the assumption of less than 50% 

colluders (shown theoretically):

– trustworthy sources form big cluster

– all other sources are suspects
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Evaluation

• Classification accuracy
– case (A): redundancy level is not known to attackers
– case (B): it is known to attackers

(A) (B)

• F-measure of 1 means perfect accuracy
26

Discussion: Redundancy

• Advantages:

– easy to implement

– no challenges needed

– robust

• Disadvantages:

– overhead at least 100% (redundancy ≥ 2)

– only applicable in scenarios where several sources 

can answer the same request

– main threat: collusion

� collusion detection
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Conclusion & Outlook

• Three techniques for information acquisition

– Pure spot-checking

+ no “identity” checking

- high overhead for low risk

– Combination of spot-checking with trust model

+ decreasing overhead

- identity checking

- could be vulnerable to certain attack strategies

– Redundant requesting with collusion detection

+ robust

- high overhead
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Future work

• Evaluation against other attacker models

• Reputation as input for trust model

• To what extend can one distinguish:

– malicious from incompetent behavior?

• In particular, when this behavior is completely programmed 
(e.g., bot)
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Thanks for your attention!
Questions?

Email:
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Website:

http://wiki.uni.lu/secan-lab/Eugen+Staab.html


